The AGE OF INNOCENCE
Welcome to The Old Globe and this production of The Age of Innocence. Our goal is to serve all of San Diego and beyond through the art of theatre. Below are the mission and values that drive our work. We thank you for being a crucial part of what we do.

OUR MISSION

The mission of The Old Globe is to preserve, strengthen, and advance American theatre by: Creating theatrical experiences of the highest professional standards; Producing and presenting works of exceptional merit, designed to reach current and future audiences; Ensuring diversity and balance in programming; Providing an environment for the growth and education of theatre professionals, audiences, and the community at large.

OUR VALUES

The Old Globe believes that theatre matters. Our commitment is to make it matter to more people.

The values that shape this commitment are:

TRANSFORMATION
Theatre cultivates imagination and empathy, enriching our humanity and connecting us to each other by bringing us entertaining experiences, new ideas, and a wide range of stories told from many perspectives.

INCLUSION
The communities of San Diego, in their diversity and their commonality, are welcome and reflected at the Globe. Access for all to our stages and programs expands when we engage audiences in many ways and in many places.

EXCELLENCE
Our dedication to creating exceptional work demands a high standard of achievement in everything we do, on and off the stage.

STABILITY
Our priority every day is to steward a vital, nurturing, and financially secure institution that will thrive for generations.

IMPACT
Our prominence nationally and locally brings with it a responsibility to listen, collaborate, and act with integrity in order to serve.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
We are making theatre matter to more people on the ancestral home and unceded lands of the Kumeyaay, also known as Tipai-Ipæi, a tribe of Indigenous peoples who live at the northern border of Baja California in Mexico and the southern border of California in the United States. Their Kumeyaay language belongs to the Yuman–Cochimí language family. The Kumeyaay have stewarded through generations the lands and waterways of what is now known as San Diego.

SOCIAL JUSTICE ROADMAP
The Old Globe has embarked on a series of steps to intensify and accelerate change at all levels of our institution. Learn more about this work by visiting www.TheOldGlobe.org/Roadmap.

THEATRE THAT LIVES BEYOND THE STAGE
Beyond the stage is where our work begins. Learn more at www.TheOldGlobe.org/Beyond.
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Old Globe's season of Pulitzer Prize winners kicks off with *The Age of Innocence*, based on Edith Wharton's novel that won the prize in 1921. In the Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre next door is the 2023 winner of the Pulitzer for Drama, *English*, and here on the Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage this spring will be the 2022 winner for Drama, *Fat Ham*. Since its founding in 1905, The Old Globe has been a theatre that has venerated writers. Perhaps that's unsurprising given that we're a Shakespeare company. The caliber of Shakespeare's writing continues to inspire the playwrights who cross our threshold to work toward the highest expression of theatre art.

*The Age of Innocence* has proven remarkably durable since its 1920 publication. It's never been out of print. There've been three film adaptations, the first one silent and the most recent made by one of the giants of contemporary cinema, Matt Scorsese. There've been three stage adaptations, too. The Globe's is number four. And Wharton's imagined 1870s New York City has in a very real sense come to define how we imagine that period in our country's history. The hit TV series *The Gilded Age* owes a huge debt to the novel. That show's creator, Julian Fellowes, claims it was his exposure to Edith Wharton in his 30s that made him turn to writing. *Her dialogue was so immediate,* Fellowes says, *her understanding of emotional predicaments was so vital. She observed but she does not judge.* He calls her prose style *a miracle.*

Karen Zacarias would agree, I think. Globe audiences know Karen's understanding of emotional predicaments was so vital. She observed but she does not judge.* He calls her prose style *a miracle.*

Karen Zacarias would agree, I think. Globe audiences know that Wharton is a writer with a gift for creating a bygone era within the familiarmilieu of the contemporary. She's made *The Age of Innocence* a bygone era within the familiarmilieu of the contemporary. She's made us feel like New Yorkers, and its avoidance the primary motivator of their every single social interaction. The innocence in her title is ironic; it’s a put-on, a lid on a boiling pot of emotion and desire. When it cracks under the strain, what it’s been holding back explodes outward with violence and pain. The love triangle among Newland Archer, Countess Olenska, and May Welland has all the appearances of a 19th-century melodrama, but in Wharton’s hands, it's something else entirely: an indictment of a society in which class, status, and duty suffice the simple and pure truth of the heart.

Zacarias focuses keenly on this essential facet of War- thon’s novel, and amplifies another of its themes: the agen-

cy of women in the patriarchal world of New York’s Gilded Age. Through artful shifts of emphasis and even through the careful construction of her adaptation, Zacarias subtly moves the women to its center. Other takes on the novel focus mainly on Archer’s story; this stage version is keenly interested in Ellen, May, and even, in a fascinating sense, Edith Wharton herself. This is a brilliant move by Zacarias, an act almost of resurrection that to me makes this one of the most exciting literary adaptations I’ve read in years, and a work I’m proud to have on the Globe’s stage.

I'm grateful to Chay Yew, the visionary director who’s be- come a good friend of the Globe since he was here last season’s Dishwasher Dream, for his careful shepherding of Zacarias’s play and its truly profound and elegant physical production. I’m also grateful to a really top-shelf group of actors and designers for bringing their hearts to this work. And I must acknowledge the Globe’s own Danielle Mages Amato and Sonia Desai, our magnificent literary department, for their generous and generative insights that have nurtured this project for nearly four years from its inception to its opening night. They’ve done something major here, and I’m grateful.

Thanks for coming. Enjoy the show.

Barry Edelstein is the Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director of The Old Globe.

Any feedback on tonight’s show or any of the Globe’s work?

Email Barry at HiBarry@TheOldGlobe.org and he’ll get back to you!
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The Age of Innocence was originally commissioned by The Old Globe.
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Donald and Darlene Shiley Stage
Old Globe Theatre
Conrad Prebys Theatre Center
The term "Gilded Age" comes from Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner’s 1873 satirical novel The Gilded Age: A Tale of Today, which caricatured the rampant greed, gross materialism, and political corruption of the day. The story held a mirror up to the reality of the era: a thin, shiny veneer masking serious social unrest.

The Gilded Age was an era of American history defined by dichotomy: abject poverty in the face of extreme economic growth, political machines versus populist movements, monopoly kingpins staving off burgeoning labor unions, and the opulence of new world high society amid the harsh reality of the newly immigrated.

Though historians do not agree on an exact start and end date, the Gilded Age commonly refers to the latter three decades of the 1800s. During this time, industry in the post–Civil War United States witnessed a meteoric boom, with rapid expansion led by entrepreneurial pioneers eager to actualize the promise of the self-made American.

Steel, oil, petroleum, tobacco, textiles, banks, and railroads grew extensively, with titans such as John D. Rockefeller, Cornelius Vanderbilt, J.P. Morgan, and Andrew Carnegie making their fortunes and immortalizing their legacies. To some, they were captains of industry, championing the American Dream, pushing the economy into exciting new territories, and solidifying the U.S.’s footing as a financial and industrial powerhouse. To others, they were robber barons, growing rich off the backs of immigrant laborers, prioritizing capital income over ethical business practices, and disregarding their consumers and their competition in a pursuit of success by any means necessary.

In response to this unprecedented capital gain, the wealthy American upper class began to participate in “conspicuous consumption,” the lifestyle coined by economist and sociologist Thorstein Veblen in which consumers intentionally buy goods of higher quality or in excessive quantity to flaunt their status to both their peers and the lower classes. Castle-like estate homes, elaborate wardrobes, lavish parties, and exotic foods were all symbols of success sought by the new-moneyed industrialists to establish their place in society.

It was also used to compete with the lavish “old money” dynasties, whose wealth and hierarchy dated back to the days of the American Revolution or even to European fortunes, and who were hesitant to accept the new wave of overnight millionaires into their social stratum.

The role of women in society also saw a significant shift during the Gilded Age. Becoming the champion of a charitable cause provided a new social realm in which women could have a more visible and functional role in public life. Upper-class women turned their attention to fundraising and social activism, financially supporting a myriad of grand arts, culture, and outreach projects and thus ushering in a new wave of philanthropic powerhouses into high society. Louise Whitfield Carnegie, wife of steel tycoon Andrew Carnegie, is noted for being one of many such pioneers, playing an influential role in creating Carnegie Hall in New York City, as well as being an active donor to organizations like the American Red Cross and the YWCA, even after her husband’s death.

This philanthropic spirit of the Gilded Age, however, was not always as altruistic as it may initially seem. Often these capital investments were used as a way for titans to circumvent increased wages for their working-class laborers. In his 1889 article “The Gospel of Wealth,” Andrew Carnegie argued that funds must be “properly administered” for society to reap the benefits. Rather than increasing direct pay for employees—which he claimed would be wasted on the common man’s “indulgence of appetite”—he funded projects he and his peers deemed beneficial to the progress of civil society, effectively keeping money out of the hands of the lower classes while maintaining a reputation as a benefactor to the public good.

So while a mass influx of immigration brought wave after wave of laborers into the workforce from all across Europe, they resided in cramped tenement buildings in densely packed urban hubs like New York City while working for pennies on the dollar in unsafe and unregulated conditions. This disparity between the wealthy and the poor planted the seeds for the first labor unions and labor strikes around the turn of the 20th century.

Despite nearly 150 years between then and now, the realities of the Gilded Age feel all too reminiscent of our contemporary struggles. On the heels of recent political controversies and corruptions, union strikes in multiple industries, ever-stratifying income inequality, and continued disenfranchisement of immigrants, women, and minority communities, the troubles plaguing society in the late 1800s feel shockingly familiar in 2023, setting the stage for an ever-timely revisit to Edith Wharton’s The Age of Innocence.
What drew you to this story? Why Edith Wharton's *The Age of Innocence*?

I wrote a play many years ago called *The Book Club Play* where each scene is about a different book the club is reading. The second episode is about *The Age of Innocence*. And the man who never reads, reads the book—and it completely transforms his life. A friend of mine, after seeing it, asked about adapting *The Age of Innocence* for the stage. And it really made me think about how that can happen.

What were some of the challenges that this particular novel presented for adaptation?

It’s almost unadaptable! But I felt that the first woman to win a Pulitzer definitely deserved a little bit more love. The book is so witty. Edith Wharton is so intriguing. She doesn’t let anyone get away with anything, which I love. The thing that really spoke to me was that it’s about a young, foreign woman who comes into society and is both revered and destroyed for being different. I just found that to be such a compelling and interesting story.

What makes this story a particularly good fit for the stage?

One thing that stood out to me about the book is that the characters are constantly going to the opera and plays. And I realized that a lot of the book is about the idea of how we perform our lives. So much of being a married woman by her first name is super intimate, is central to appreciating the stakes of the story. One of the main challenges for me was both knowing the rules and then teaching the rules in a way that’s fun for the audience, because so much has changed since the Gilded Age.

What do you think of the central love triangle of the piece?

I think you should not underestimate anybody in that love triangle. That is my warning. And I think it’s interesting to think about, at the end of the play, who ends up being unhappy and who ends up being happy. Newland talks a lot about trying to have the flower of life, which is loving your life and having choices and agency. And I do hope that audiences walk away from this with a sense of having had the flower of life, but I don’t think all our characters have.

What about this story do you feel speaks to an audience in 2024?

When I do an adaptation, I always think: why are we putting it onstage? Why now? And I was very intrigued by the similarities to today’s society. This story is about being ostracized and rejected by society. Everybody is worrying about what everybody else thinks of them, and there is real power in that to do damage. There’s also a conversation in this piece about how even though women are more controlled by these societies, those restrictions hurt men too.

What do you think of the central love triangle of the piece?

I think you should not underestimate anybody in that love triangle. That is my warning. And I think it’s interesting to think about, at the end of the play, who ends up being unhappy and who ends up being happy. Newland talks a lot about trying to have the flower of life, which is loving your life and having choices and agency. And I do hope that audiences walk away from this with a sense of having had the flower of life, but I don’t think all our characters have.
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(Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director) is a stage director, producer, author, and educator. His Globe directing credits include The Winter's Tale, Orhell, The Twenty-Seventh Man, the world premiere of Rain, Picasso at the Lapin Agile, Hamlet, the world premiere of The Wanderers, the American premiere of Life After, Romeo and Juliet, What We Talk About When We Talk About Anne Frank, and, during the pandemic, Hamlet: On the Radio. He also directed All's Well That Ends Well as the inaugural production of the Globe for All community tour, and he oversees the Globe's Classical Directing fellowship program. In addition to his recent Globe credits, he directed The Wanderers Off Broadway with Roundabout Theatre Company this year and The Tempest with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at Walt Disney Concert Hall in 2018. As Director of the Shakespeare Initiative at The Public Theater (2008–2012), Edelstein oversaw all of the company’s Shakespearean productions as well as its educational, community outreach, and artist-training programs. At The Public, he staged the world premiere of The Twenty-Seventh Man, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, Timon of Athens, and Steve Martin’s W.A.S.P and Other Plays. He was also Associate Producer of The Public’s Broadway production of The Merchant of Venice starring Al Pacino. From 1998 to 2003 he was Artistic Director of Classic Stage Company. His book Thinking Shakespeare is the standard text on American Shakespearean acting. He is also the author of Bardisms: Shakespeare for All Occasions. He is a graduate of Tufts University and the University of Oxford, where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar.

TIMOTHY J. SHIELDS
(Audrey S. Geisel Managing Director) joined The Old Globe as Managing Director in 2017. In his time in San Diego, he has enjoyed becoming involved in the community. He currently serves as a board member of the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce’s LEAD program; an advisory board member of the San Diego Downtown Partnership; and Vice President of the Balboa Park Cultural Partnership. He brings to San Diego many decades of not-for-profit theatre experience. He was Managing Director of Princeton, New Jersey’s McCarter Theatre Center (2009-2017); Milwaukee Repertory Theater (1998–2009); and Geva Theatre Center in Rochester, New York (1992–1998). He has also held administrative positions at Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, Denver Center Theatre Company, and McCarter Theatre Center in an earlier period of his career. He served as President of the League of Resident Theatres and as Vice President of the board at Theatre Communications Group. He has been the Chair of the ArtsFide NJ board; a member of Milwaukee’s Latino Arts Board; and a board member of the Cultural Alliance of Greater Milwaukee. He holds a B.F.A. in Drama Production from Carnegie-Mellon University in his hometown of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

KENDRA STOCKTON

ANJEE NERO
Each new year presents a moment of hope and excitement for what is ahead. As I look to our promising future, I am reminded of days past, days of strategic planning in which we committed to make decisions based on five bold values: inclusion, impact, transformation, excellence, and stability. While those five pillars are always at play in the work of arts engagement, this year The Old Globe’s Arts Engagement Department will be doubling down on two key values: impact and transformation.

For me, impact means making a measurable difference; therefore, we will be hosting our first summer camp for elementary and middle schoolers in almost 20 years. Our students need healthy environments for creative expression. We want to provide that artistic home, one where their confidence and creativity can grow, empathy can be built, and wildly imaginative stories can come to life.

We are deepening our impact by increasing our presence and letting people know that we are here as a resource to our region. Everything from attending local job fairs at high schools and colleges, to supporting the development of the Martin Luther King Jr. Day parade, is an opportunity to create greater awareness and access to our programs, and an opportunity to show up in our community as a good neighbor, a responsible artistic leader, and a faithful partner.

Transformation in our department means that our programs create greater possibility of sustainable change within a person or group of people. Our transformational Reflecting Shakespeare program, for example, is bursting at the seams. Gone are the days of only activating our rehabilitative program in adult carceral facilities. We have expanded our presence to bring the program to justice-involved youth and young single mothers. We currently have 11 Reflecting Shakespeare programs, operating every day of the week, from Escondido to San Ysidro—the program is literally operating all over San Diego County and is growing exponentially! We have learned that this program is for anyone, anywhere, navigating any or many of life’s challenges, and that through this program the possibility of meaningful personal transformation can be fully realized.

And this summer you will see community members participating in a mainstage production in ways they never have before! Our upcoming production of Henry 6 will be epic, to say the least. We are hosting workshops throughout the community that will radically include San Diegans by way of exploring design, building prop pieces, even being videotaped to be featured in the show. How exciting! We are transforming how the industry and other arts institutions think about and implement community engagement programming. This history-making event will change how we engage with artists, deepen existing relationships with partners, and transform how audiences experience The Old Globe, so keep an eye on our website and social handles so you can participate in ways that might be of personal interest.

There is much to be hopeful about, much to look forward to, and the year is still young. I can’t wait to see you around the theatre at this most exciting and inspiring time!

A note from Director of Arts Engagement Adena Varner

Reflected Shakespeare at Las Colinas Detention and Reentry Facility, 2019. Photo by Rich Soublet II.

Pam Farr Summer Shakespeare Studio students, 2023. Photo by Mauricio Diresto.

Happy Birthday, Mr. Shakespeare! AXIS event, 2023. Photo by Rich Soublet II.

Much Love,

Adena Varner
Evelyn Mack Truitt
July 2, 1931 – November 16, 2023

The Old Globe honors Evelyn Mack Truitt by dedicating The Age of Innocence to her memory and to the more than 40 years of service she gave to the theatre as a member of the Board of Directors. She served with passion and commitment for the theatre until her passing. Her love of actors, theatre, film, and attending performances from here to Broadway and beyond was endless. Evelyn sponsored dozens of plays at the Globe, attended hundreds of Board meetings, and served on many committees, including establishing the Craig Noel Legacy Society in 2000. The Old Globe will always be grateful to Evelyn for her deep friendship and stalwart support.

“I can no other answer make but thanks, and thanks…”
William Shakespeare, Twelfth Night, Act III, Scene iii

The Old Globe is deeply grateful to our Artistic Angels and Benefactors, whose vital support of the Annual Fund helps us make theatre matter to more people. For additional information on how to support the Globe at these extraordinary levels, please contact Bridget Cantu Wear at (619) 684-4144 or bcantuwear@TheOldGlobe.org.

Artistic Angels ($200,000 and higher annually)

Benefactors ($100,000 to $199,999)
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Financial support is provided by The City of San Diego.
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Become a Corporate Partner of The Old Globe. Contact Doug Oliphant at (619) 684-4140 or doliphant@TheOldGlobe.org.
In order to make theatre matter in the lives of more people, The Old Globe—a not-for-profit theatre—relies on the support of our community. We thank our Circle Patrons and Friends of The Old Globe members for these generous annual fund gifts that help us deliver great theatre and life-changing arts engagement programs.
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The Erna Finci Viterbi Arts Foundation
The Directors Foundation ♥
Unison San Diego
The Estate of Carolyn Yourston-Wellcome

**Benefactors ($100,000 to $199,999)**

The James Silberer Band Foundation at the San Diego Foundation
California Arts Council, A State Agency

Elaine and Dave* Darwin
Ann Davies ♥
Pamela Burr and Buford Alexander ♥
Hal and Pam Fusions ♥

Jean and Irwin Jacobs Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
QuaDcom
Karen and Stuart Tams ♥

Vicki and Carl Zeiger ♥
Anonymous (1)

**Ovation Circle ($75,000 to $99,999)**

Diane Berol in memory of John Berol
Ric and Eleanor Charlton
Elizabeth Cushman

Edelman
George C. Guerra ♥
Laurents / Hatcher Foundation

Jean and Gary Shulbey ♥
Gillian and Tony Sonley
United
Pamela J. Wagner ♥
Hans Tegebo
Sheryl and Harvey White Foundation

**Producer Circle ($50,000 to $74,999)**

Jules and Michele Arthur
Nikki and Ben Clay ♥
The Joseph Cohen and Martha Partis New Play Development Foundation ♥

Mr. and Mrs. Brian K. Devine ♥
Leonard Hirsch, in memory of Elaine Hirsch
Susan and Bill Hoehn
Las Patronas

Lolly & Duck
Sue and Edhemphries “Duft” Sanderson
U.S. Bank
The Donna Van Ekeren Foundation

The Westgate Hotel
The Estate of Jeffrey E. White
Brent Woods and Laurie Mitchell

**Founder Circle ($5,000 to $9,999)**

AssuredPartners ♥
Brian and Susan Austin ♥
David A. and Jill Winn Badger ♥
Toni and Doro Bear ♥
Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
Dr. Herman and Irene Boschken ♥
James and Karen Bralick ♥
Mr. and Mrs. William Briggs ♥
Nancy and Matt Browne ♥
Julia R. Brown ♥
Marc and Patty Bruten ♥
Glenn and Jolie Buhler ♥
Joanie and Pete Camana ♥
Harry and Sandra Carter ♥
Greg and Loretta Cass ♥
Carol and Jeff Chang ♥
Linda Clayton ♥
Vicki Colusardo ♥
Cliff and Carolyn Colwell ♥
Jane Cowellig ♥
Connie Custer ♥
Michael and Sheylur Durkin ♥
Bertt and Tom Durler ♥
Exclusive Resorts ♥
Richard Freysh and Kate Leonard ♥
Bill and Judy Kettler ♥
Joyce Gattais ♥
Mr. William and Dr. Susan Gluckner ♥
Goldman Sachs & Co. ♥
Dean J. Haas ♥
Mr. Cheryll Haimsborn ♥
Norm Hakpe and Valerie Jacobs Hakpe ♥
The Harris Family Trust ♥
The Estate of Alexia Hirsch ♥
Dana Hosseini and Stacie Young ♥
Wyatt Haytt ♥
Deni Jacobs and James Hammermeister ♥
David K. Jordan ♥
Michael Keefe ♥
The Honorable Julia Keiley ♥
Webster B. and Helen W. Kinnard ♥
John Kirby, in loving memory of Anthony Toia ♥
Curt and Nancy Koch ♥
James and Jan LaGrone ♥
Jean* and David Laing ♥
Ronald and Ruth W. Leonardi ♥
Paul Levin and Joanna Hirsh ♥
Jackie and Charlie Mann Family Foundation ♥
Marsh & McLennan Agency ♥
Elizabeth and Edward McIntyre ♥
Bob Minzer Jr. and Steve Mcintyre ♥
Christian and Jeannie Merck ♥
Jennifer Menken and Jennifer Fisher in memory of Elizabeth Meyer ♥
Paul and Maggie Meyer ♥
Rebecca Moors ♥
Mark C. Nildack, M.D. ♥
Bernard Paul and Maria Sardina ♥
Scott Peters and Lynn Gorguze ♥
Chris and Angie Petta ♥
Gale and James Petrie ♥
Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch LLP ♥
Rancho Coyote Vineyards ♥
Joseph and Sara Reisman Foundation ♥
Judd & McCallan Agency ♥
Temple Beth Am ♥
Christian and Judith Mervis ♥
Santy Moore ♥
Michael M. Moore ♥
Mary and Bill Moore ♥
Joel and Anna Newhouse ♥
Suni and Thomas Newhouser ♥
Dr. Edward Nicholas ♥
Michael O’Brien ♥
Joan and Barbara Bower ♥
John Bower ♥
Rona and Jerry Bowers ♥
Steve and Barbara Bowles ♥
Chris and Pat Weil ♥
Shahd Weiss Sons ♥
Stephen and Joy Weiss ♥
Dr. Steve and Lynn Wheeler ♥
James and Kyrith A. Wheeler ♥
Karim Wininer ♥
Chester Yamaga and Jean Samuels ♥
Anonymous (2)

**Artists Circle ($25,000 to $49,999)**

Alcina and Jonathan Atun
Bank of America
Break-Away Tours
Beth and Rich Bremer
Christian and Judy Brewer ♥
Bridge Builders ♥
California Bank & Trust ♥
California Humanities ♥
City National Bank ♥
David C. Copley Foundation ♥
County of San Diego ♥
Elaine Galinson and Herb Solomon ♥
Richard and Jennifer Greenfield

Deborah A. and David A. Hawkins ♥
Hervey Family Non-Endowment Fund at The San Diego Foundation ♥
Sonja and Andy* Israel ♥
Jenni Ann and Gary Jacobs ♥
Daphne H. and Jim J. Dameron ♥
Dr. William and Evelyn Lamsen ♥
Carol and George Lattimer ♥
Patricia Hamilton Luster ♥
Sandy and Arthur* Levitson ♥

The Lodge at Torrey Pines ♥
Suzan and John Major ♥
MDM Foundation ♥
The Kenneth T and Eileen L. Norris Foundation ♥
Michael and Christine Pack ♥
Patrons of the Prado ♥
Barbara J. Peterson ♥
Tom and Lisa Pierce ♥
PNB Bank ♥
The Allison and Robert Price Family Foundation ♥
Richard and Shari Sapp ♥
Renée Schatz ♥
Sempra ♥

University of San Diego ♥
Urban Kitchen Group ♥
VAPA Foundation and The San Diego Foundation ♥
Wilkinson Family Foundation ♥
Charitable Fund ♥
Anonymous (1)

**Director Circle ($10,000 to $24,999)**

Applegate Family Foundation
Fund at Rancho Santa Fe Foundation
Karen and Jim Austin ♥
Jan and Rich Baldwin ♥
Melissa Garfield Bartell and Michael Bartell ♥
Joan and Jeremy Berg ♥
The Bjorg Family
Gary and Barbara Blake ♥
Robert D. Blanton ♥
Bright Event Rentals ♥
Robert and Pamela Brooks ♥
George and Karen Bullnette ♥
Alice and Y’Te Chin, The Chayenmy Foundation ♥
Peter Cooper and ♥
Erik Matusik ♥
Cox Communications ♥
Carlo and Nadine Daleo ♥
George Davis ♥
Marguerite Jessica Dill, in memory of George Dill ♥
Nina and Robert Doede ♥
Douglas Druley and Judee Sedler ♥
Enberg Charitable Foundation ♥
Dan and Phyllis Epstein ♥
The Estate of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. (Bea) Epstein ♥
Carol Spielman-Iwan and Joel Ewan ♥
Susanna and Michael Flaster ♥
Garage Collective ♥
Drs. Tom and Jane Gwanzoni ♥
Carol L. Githens ♥
Kimberly Godwin and ♥
Tom Wilcox ♥
William D. Gore ♥
Nirmala and John Held ♥
Kate Herring ♥
In Memory of Jessepop ♥
Hervey ♥
Teresa and Harry Haxson, Jr. ♥
John and Sally Hood ♥
Hoffnyleen, LLC ♥
Thai and Jeff Hughes ♥
Gal and Doug Hwięks ♥
Zeynep Iğat ♥
Jerry and Nina Jackson ♥
Jay Jeifcoat ♥
Robert Fillman, in memory of ♥
Kathleen M. Skylton ♥
Sherry and Larry Klune ♥
The Estate of Marilyn Rogers Koelsch ♥
Brooke Koehler ♥
Drs. Janice and Matt Kurth ♥
Laura Kyle ♥
In memory of Bob Kyle ♥
Peter and Michelle Landin ♥
Benjamin and Kimberly Lee ♥
Veronica and Miguel Leff ♥
Sheila and Jeffrey Lipinsky ♥

Marshall Littman ♥
Peggy and Robert Matthews Foundation ♥
Mavria A. Mattson ♥
Thomas and Randi McKenzie ♥
Don and Judy Mcmorrow ♥
Mid-America Arts Alliance ♥
Jennifer Moore and Family ♥
Judith Morgan ♥
Gerri Musser ♥
National Endowment for the Arts ♥
Darrell Netherott and Robert ♥
Viisat ♥
Sue and Bill Webber ♥
Carol and Pat Weil ♥
Shahd Weiss Sons ♥
Stephen and Joy Weiss ♥
Dr. Steve and Lynn Wheeler ♥
James and Kyrith A. Wheeler ♥
Karim Wininer ♥
Chester Yamaga and Jean Samuels ♥
Anonymous (2)

Dr. Joseph and Gloria Shurman ♥
Stan Siegel ♥
Doe E. Silver, M.D. ♥
Snake Oil Cocktail Company ♥
Special Event Audio ♥
Services, Inc. ♥
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust ♥
Bill and Diane Stumph ♥
Debra Turner ♥
Stanley and Anita Ulrich ♥
Vistas ♥
Sue and Bill Webber ♥
Carol and Pat Weil ♥
Shahd Weiss Sons ♥
Stephen and Joy Weiss ♥
Dr. Steve and Lynn Wheeler ♥
James and Kyrith A. Wheeler ♥
Karim Wininer ♥
Chester Yamaga and Jean Samuels ♥
Anonymous (2)
Friends of The Old Globe donors will be recognized for their total giving from the preceding fiscal year. Your giving in 2023 will be recognized throughout 2024.
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ARTISTIC
Kim Heil · Artistic Producer and Head of Casting
Alkis Socrates · Associate Producer
Rebecca Myers · Intern/Associate Producer

ARTS ENGAGEMENT
Adena Varner · Director of Arts Engagement
Erika Phillips · Senior Programs Manager
Vietta Do · Access Programs Manager
Randall Eames · Youth Programs Manager
Valeria Vega
Family and Cross-Cultural Programs Manager
Laura Zee · Community Programs Manager
Rachel Catalano, Mayte Martinez, James Pillar, Soraya Rowe, Gill Sotu · Arts Engagement Programs Associates
Juliana Gassol · Arts Engagement Operations Coordinator
Askari Abdul-Muntaqim, Kayla Adorno, Veronica Burgess, Faith Carrion, Desiree Clark, Kandace Crystal, Lettie De Andia, Farah Dinga, Vanessa Duron, Shairi Engle, Gerardo Flores Tonella, Alyssa Kane, Kimberly King, Jake Millgard, Tara Riccius, Jassiel Santillan, Catherine Hanna Schrock, Scott Tran, Miki Vale, Thelma Virata de Castro, Eric Weiman · Teaching Artists

EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND ACCESS
Jamila Demby · Director of Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Access

FINANCE
Michelle Yeager · Director of Finance
Miranda Osnguthorpe · Senior Accountant
Eugene Landsman · Payroll Administrator
Trish Guidi · Accountant
Lisa Sanger-Greshko · Accounts Payable/Payroll Assistant

GENERAL MANAGEMENT
Alexander Orbovich · General Manager
Alexandra Hisserich · Associate General Manager
Jeff Sims · Assistant General Manager
Margot Levenson · Customer Service Manager
Carolyn Budd · Assistant to the Artistic and Managing Directors
Timm Cole · Receptionist

FACILITIES
Crescent Jakubs · Facilities Director
TJ Miller · Custodial Supervisor
Patrick Aguayo, Paul Alatorre, Shilton Banks, Violanda Corrona, Milton Johnson, Carolina Lopez de Orellana, Carlos Perez, Victor Quirroz, Vicente Ramos, Brock Roser, Devonte Wallace, Ellie Webb · Building Staff

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Dean Vanger · Information Technology Director
Justin Brown · Systems Administrator
Brittany Summers · Information Technology Assistant

FRONT OF HOUSE
Katie Lugo · Front of House Manager
Maria Smith · Associate Front of House Manager
Lea Bezedka, Oliver de Lou, Jillian Jones, Victoria Weller · House Managers

HELEN EDISON GIFT SHOP
Barbara Behling, Judy Matins

LADY CAROLYN’S PUB
Joe Ramone Ugalde · Gift Shop Supervisor

LADY CAROLYN’S PUB
Patrice Aguayo · Pay Manager
Kimberly Belliard, Deborah Montes, Rashad Williams · Pay Shift Supervisor
Elizabeth Hinkle, Sara O’Malley, Ian Lacy, Lachlan MacDonald, David Ortiz, Nicholas Pettas, Johnny Quiroz · Pay Staff

PUBLIC SAFETY
Mike Orona · Public Safety Manager
Shea Husted · Public Safety Lead
Perla Salazar, Ricardo Arenas, Kenton Johnson, Kevin Hunter, Danny Mejia, Aisha Parker, Dan Steinhouser, Andrew Vargas, Jose Vizcaino · Public Safety Team

HUMAN RESOURCES
Sandy Parde · Director of Human Resources
Melissa Becker · Human Resources Generalist
Lorraine Gutierrez · Human Resources Assistant

MARKETING
Darwin Hennes · Director of Marketing and Communications
Mike Hausberg · Associate Director of Communications
Nina Garin · Associate Director of Marketing
Joyelle Cahaba · Marketing Manager
Chanel Cook · Digital and Print Publications Designer
Rita Corona · Communications Associate
Hotaru Morita · Marketing Database Analyst
Stephanie Ochoa · Public Relations Associate
Katie Rodriguez · Marketing Assistant

SUBSCRIPTION SALES
Scott Cooke · Subscription Sales Manager
Arthur Faro, Janet Kevin, Ken Seper, Grant Walpole · Subscription Sales Representatives

TICKET SERVICES
Brianne Siegel · Director of Ticket Services
Cynthia Navarro · Assistant Director of Ticket Services
Junior Denton, Kathy Fineman · Lead Ticket Services Representatives
Matt Pequeno · Group Sales Manager · Lead Ticket Services Representative
Manuel Aguilar, Mio Rose Aldana, Carmen Amon, Kari Archer, Tyler Blevins, Jamie Criss, Caroline Hyatt, Jessica Fressman, Brenton Trenton · Ticket Services Representatives

NEW PLAYS AND DRAMATURGY
Danielle Mages Amato · Director of New Plays and Dramaturgy
Sonia Desai · Literary Associate

PHILANTHROPY
Beth Brenner · Interim Director of Philanthropy
Bridge Castor · Deputy Director of Philanthropy
Doug Oliphant · Associate Director of Philanthropy
Janet Moyer · Philanthropy Administrator
Katie Walsh · Donor Stewardship Coordinator
Dillon Hoban · Annual Giving Coordinator
Caren Dufour · Philanthropy Assistant
Kassi Tompkins Gray · Events Director
Kaley Hoffman · Events Coordinator
Kaya Ortega · Institutional Giving Associate

DONOR SERVICES
Corinne Bagnol, Adrianne Careno, Connie Jacobson, Felicita Johnson, Robert Lang, Barbara Lekes, David Owen, Bianca Peña, Stephanie Reed, Barry Rose, Frank Kennaku Saragosa, Sara Stavros · Suite Concierge

PRODUCTION
Robert Drake · Senior Producer
Benjamin Thoron · Production Manager
Leila Knox · Associate Production Manager and Production Stage Manager
Debra Pratt Ballard · Producing Associate
Ron Cooling · Company Manager
Jennifer Watts · Associate Company Manager

TECHNICAL
Joe Powell · Technical Director
Karele Perea, Lucas Skog · Assistant Technical Directors
Eileen McCann · Charge Scenic Artist
Audrey Casteris · Resident Design Assistant
Diana Rendon · Scenic Office Coordinator
Gillian Kelleher · Shop Head Carpenter
Matt Gigie · Shop Head Carpenter, LDF
Brandon Rensebeck · Stage Carpenter · Head Rider, OGT
Jason Chohon · Charge Carpenter, SHW
Sami Leon, Hannah Murdoch · Scenic Artists

COSTUMES
Stacy Sutton · Costume Director
Charlotta Duvall Shields · Resident Design Associate
Anne Stoup · Assistant to the Costume Director
Katie Knox · Design Assistant/Summer
Natalie Barshaw, Megan McKay · Design Assistants
Erin Cass, Kathie Taylor · Drapers
Su Lin Chen · Design/Tailor
Mary Jill Anderson, Allison McCann, Abigail Zelke · Assistant Cutters
Ashley Brown-Piscopo ·氮氮佐oren, Heather Preno, Spencer Tuchscherr-Hart · Stitchers
Kristin Womble · Craft Supervisor/Dyer/Painter
Christian Woods · Lead Craft artisan
Megan Woodley · Wig and Makeup Supervisor
Carissa Ohm · Assistant Wig and Makeup Supervisor
Stephanie Kwic · Wig Assistant
Beth Merriman · Wardrobe Supervisor
Kelly Marie Collet-Sarmiento · Wardrobe Crew Lead, OGT
Jasmine Choi · Lead Wig/Hair Runner, OGT
Sunny Haines · Wig/Hair Runner, OGT
Maggie Allen, Stephanie Castro · Wardrobe Crew, OGT
Rue Jarrett · Wardrobe Swing, OGT
Ruby Hays · Wardrobe Crew Lead, SHW
Terrie Cassady · Wardrobe Crew, SHW
Chail Mahoney · Wardrobe Swing, SHW

PROPERTIES
David Bues · Properties Director
Kapleb Kirby, Carolina Lopez · Assistant Properties Directors
Kevin Hoffman, Jeff Rockey · Properties Department
Adrián Del Riego, Ryan Grant, Trisha Rutter · Properties Artisans
Jorge Nunez Bahena · Properties Warehouse Supervisor
James Ramirez · Properties Lead, SHW
Richard Rossi · Stage and Properties Lead, SHW
Val Philway · Properties Lead, LDF
Kevin Orlo · Automation Operator
Cain Hause, Marie Mateo, Kendall Northrop · Properties Run Crew

LIGHTING
Stevie Agnew · Lighting Director
Stephanie Lasater · Assistant Lighting Director
Deanna Trethewey · Lighting Assistant
Ryan Osborn · Head Electrician, OGT
Jessica Dea · Head Electrician, SHW
Ashley McFall · Head Electrician, Festival
Brycen Deters, Jasmin Guldner, Amber Montoya, Sandra Navarro, Kevin Orlo, Aaron Pavlica, Aiko Whitmore · Electricians

SOUND
Erin Paige-Bharam · Sound Director
Evan Bax · Assistant Sound Director
Jennifer Lopez · Head Sound Technician, OGT
Matt Lescault-Wood · Head Sound Technician, SHW
Argyle Stone · Deck Audio, OGT
Camille House · Deck Audio, LDF
Marilyn D · Audio Swing
Aaron DeMuth, Anthony Hernandez, Tanner Osborne · Sound Technicians

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
Jesse Perez · Director of Professional Training
Nicole Ries · Professional Coordinator
Danielle Mages Amato, Ray Chambers, Gerhard Gesner, Kaimi Kuoha, Scott Ripley, Jersten Seraile, Emmelyn Thayer, Eileen Tretheway, James Vásquez · M.F.A. Faculty
Jacob Bruce, Corey Johnston, Dana McNeal, Nate Parde, Nicole Ries · Founding Members
Nicole Ries · Production Coordinator

OCT = Old Globe Theatre; SHW = Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre; LDF = Lowell Davies Festival Theatre